Proposal Writing

Budgeting

Conducting Research

Free Editing Services
ProposalEditing@asu.edu
The OKED Proposal Editing
Team Offers FREE proposal
and journal editing services
to ASU faculty. Our service
focuses on improving
grammar clarity, and
reviewing to ensure your
work meets the
announcement guidelines.
This service is supplemental
to writing or editing
assistance available
through your college of
institute. We edit for active
voice, correct grammar,
errors, internal consistency,
and logical flow. By
providing feedback from
the layperson’s point of
view, we help ensure your
proposal is readable and
persuasive for the varying
levels of expertise and
interests of your reviewers.
Proposal Management
ResearchDevelopment@as
u.edu
Our professionally trained
and accredited proposal
managers help you develop
and submit the best
possible proposal with the
best chance of being
selected. They can help you
assess opportunities, plan
and prepare your proposal,
organize your team,
develop a win strategy,
schedule content reviews
and internal deadlines,
comply with sponsor
requirements, adhere to
the principal investigator’s
vision, assign tasks, and

Proposal Information and
Resources
This webpage provides
helpful links in the “Budget
Building Information”
section. Some resources
include budgeting guides,
best practices guides,
common direct costs, ASU
expenditure codes, budget
worksheets and more.

ASU Core Research
Facilities
We provide state-of-the-art
equipment, specialized
services, and expert
consultation and training to
help you solve your most
pressing research
challenges. Our customers
include ASU faculty,
students and staff, local
and regional industry, small
businesses/startups, other
universities and research
institutions, and
government agencies and
nonprofits. We offer
services in biosciences,
chemical and
environmental
characterization,
instrument design and
fabrication, research
computing and more.

Research Advancement
RAhelp@asu.edu
Research Advancement
staff assigned to your unit
are available to support
your research endeavors
and assist you when you
have questions. RAs can
provide support with
identification and review of
funding opportunities,
proposal development,
budgeting and more.

The Department of Animal
Care and Technologies
(DACT)
DACT supports animalbased research and
teaching and maintains
four centralized vivaria on
the Tempe campus. DACT
can help with animal
housing/husbandry/veterin
ary services, technical
expertise to assist in
procedures, training in
animal handling and
procedures, assistance in
developing studies and
Institutional Animal Care
and Use Committee
protocols, and assurance of
regulatory compliance and

Finding Funding and
Resources
Research Development
ResearchDevelopment@as
u.edu
Research Development
supports researchers with
funding search tools,
limited submissions and
events. Research
Development can help you
access funding
opportunities through
Pivot, SciVal Funding and
other sources; sign up for
notifications about limited
submission opportunities;
understand and gain
intelligence on sponsors
and programs; prepare to
meet a sponsor; and
manage your large or
strategic proposal.

Research Analytics
ResearchAnalytics@asu.ed
u
Research Analytics provides
reporting, analysis and
decision support regarding
the university’s knowledge
enterprise activities. The
analytics team offers tools
and resources to help you
understand ASU’s research
landscape and identify
potential collaborators
within and outside of the
university. These resources
include experts.asu.edu
and SciVal.

Proposal Writing
submit your proposal on
time. Project managers
coordinate the technical
aspects of the proposal
content and within your
proposal, can help you
clarify your approach,
describe your scope of
work, detail project goals
and more. While we are
happy to offer advice for
any proposal and answer
questions about any
opportunity, because of our
office’s limited capacity, we
are only able to support
proposals of strategic
importance and/or that
meet our annual budget
thresholds.
The Office of Research
Integrity and Assurance
(ORIA)
ORIA administers key
research compliance
programs and committees
for the university to
promote responsible
conduct of research. Many
compliance issues must be
addressed before a
proposal is sent out. ASU is
committed to protecting
the privilege of performing
research and promoting,
fostering and supporting
research activities within
the university community.

Research Advancement
RAhelp@asu.edu
Research Advancement
staff assigned to your unit
are available to support
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animal well-being. ASU is
committed to the ethical
and humane treatment of
animals in advancing
research that benefits,
humans, animals and the
environment.

Research Administration
Forms & Templates
This webpage provides links
to documents to help with
budgeting, such as a budget
worksheet, a budget
summarized and more.

Award Management Team
The Award Management
Team provides post-award
administrative support and
guidance to ASU unit
faculty and staff, while
minimizing risks,
administrative delays,
ensuring compliance with
federal, state, ASU terms
and conditions, and liaison
to sponsors.

Corporate Engagement and
Strategic Partnerships
(CESP)
(480) 884-0215
Corporate Engagement and
Strategic Partnerships helps
build collaborations and
highlight the relevance of
the university to external
partners. CESP has
developed a business
concierge service to help
you connect with
companies and create
customized, mutually
beneficial partnerships. The
concierge service can make
your job easier by helping
you leverage talent and
resources from across all of
ASU.
Research Academy
Research Academy links
you to the resources, tools
and teams you need at the
moment you need them.
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your research endeavors
and assist you when you
have questions. RAs can
provide support with
identification and review of
funding opportunities,
proposal development,
budgeting and more.

Proposal & Negotiation
Team
The Proposal and
Negotiations Team
purposes are to meet the
request of sponsors with
management of the
administrative aspects of
proposed projects to award
and to negotiate
agreements, while
minimizing risks,
administrative delays and
ensuring compliance with
federal, state, ASU terms
and conditions.
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Use this site to find a library
of online topics on grant
writing and professional
development events that
will assist you at any stage
of your research career.
You will find practical
instructions for: how to
research a sponsor; how to
search Pivot, SciVal Funding
and other sources; funding
opportunities; what to look
for in your funding
opportunity; how to search
for expertise at ASU;
preparing to talk with your
program officer; and how
to write key sections of
your proposal.

